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Description:

Review "No Greater Ally is an absolutely crucial contribution to the history of the Second World
War. Anybody who seeks to understand the dynamics of betrayal and resistance as they apply to this
period, in Poland, in Europe, must read this book." -Alan Furst, auhor of The Polish Soldier

"This fascinating book fills a yawning gap in our knowledge of the Second
World War. By bringing in the personal reminiscences of people of all
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stations, the author gives pace and immediacy to this extraordinary story."
Adam Zamoyski, author of Forgotten Few: The Polish Air Force in World War II

"This book should prove to be interesting to any WW2 history enthusiast who yearns to learn more
about Poland and the Polish people in the war." -C Peter Chen, www.ww2db.com (June 2009)

"Koskodan presents a moving history of the long Polish involvement in World War II, with many
details of the brigades, air squadrons, and infantry divisions under the Home Army or with Allied
Forces... [He] has shown the bravery and undaunted spirit of the Polish people. He has provided
details of the Home Army, the Polish Air Force, the many cavalry and infantry divisions, their battles
in Europe and Africa and a history of the atrocities of the Polish population as well as testimonials
from twelve Polish people. They were soldiers, school-girls, boy scouts, farmers, doctors and
lawyers, determined to aid in saving their nation and their lives." -Florence Waszkelelwicz, Clowes,
Polish American Journal (June 2009)

"I hadn’t realised, before reading this outstanding book, just how crucial the Polish contribution to
our victory actually was. If it hadn’t been for their pilots, for instance, we might well have lost the
Battle of Britain: on some days, Fighter Command could scramble only 350 pilots, of which 100 were
Poles..." -Henry Coningsby, Waterstones (July 2009)

"Kenneth K. Koskodan’s book No Greater Ally: The Untold Story of Poland’s Forces in World War II
covers every aspect of Poland’s contributions during the war. It is the perfect starting point for
learning about that nation’s struggle during those dark days. It gives an overview of all the major
Polish operations during the war as well as the betrayal they suffer at the hands of their friends and
allies at the end of the war." - Historia Infinitus (November 2009)

"Koskodan spent years researching his subject, which included many hours of interviews with Polish
veterans, and his immensely readable book is a giant leap towards an increased understanding of
the incredible and heartbreaking story of the Polish contributions to the Allied cause during WWII." -
Kathryn Attwood, bookpleasures.com (December 2009)

"Whether you are a historian or modeler, No Greater Ally is a captivating book. With the amount of
authoritative detailed information, clarity of delivery, and abundance of supporting photographs and
images, Poland’s fight for liberation is an educating and fascinating book." -Frederick Boucher,
Armorama

Review ""No Greater Ally" is an absolutely crucial contribution to the history of the Second World
War. Anybody who seeks to understand the dynamics of betrayal and resistance as they apply to this
period, in Poland, in Europe, must read this book." -Alan Furst, auhor of "The Polish Soldier"
"This fascinating book fills a yawning gap in our knowledge of the Second
World War. By bringing in the personal reminiscences of people of all
stations, the author gives pace and immediacy to this extraordinary story."
Adam Zamoyski, author of "Forgotten Few: The Polish Air Force in World War II
""This book should prove to be interesting to any WW2 history enthusiast who yearns to learn more
about Poland and the Polish people in the war." -C Peter Chen, "www.ww2db.com "(June 2009)
"Koskodan presents a moving history of the long Polish involvement in World War II, with many
details of the brigades, air squadrons, and infantry divisions under the Home Army or with Allied
Force
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